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February has hit us with a vengeance.  There is hope that we will be able to hunt sometime soon, but 

Mother Nature is in control. 

I am introducing a new columnist to the Rapp Sheet.  The esteemed Janet O’Keefe, ex-MFH Rappahannock 

Hunt has graciously agreed to write about the Rappahannock Hunt “Taking a Look Back”.   Hope you all will 

enjoy looking back at the past history of RH. 

Try as we may, the call of nature sometimes is unavoidable in the hunt field.  Little can diminish the 

pleasure of hunting more than trying to ride with a bladder that’s about to burst.  So, what’s the correct 

way to handle the problem? 

 

First, every rider should make a point of preempting the issue by taking care of matters before mounting 

up.  Maybe skip that second cup of coffee before leaving for the meet (or that second stirrup cup after 

you get there)!  If, however, the urge becomes irresistible in the field, here’s the drill. 

 

As discretely as possible, let your Field Master know that you need “to check your email,” “make a pit 

stop,” or “withdraw momentarily.”  The ideal circumstance would be during a check or at a point when 

the field isn’t moving (or about ready to move off). 

 

If you are thoroughly familiar with the fixture and have absolute confidence in your horse’s ability to 

stand idly by while you do what’s necessary, you may slip away a short distance from the view of the 

rest of the field to accomplish it.  BUT BE SURE TO LET SOMEONE KNOW WHERE YOU’RE GOING!  The 

field will await your return before moving off, but you should be quick about your business.  Having said 

that, it is ALWAYS prudent to have another rider accompany you to hold your horse, if necessary, and to 

ensure your safety.  That person also can observe the field and, in case hounds suddenly strike and the 

field must move off, lead you in the right direction. 

 

Under no circumstances should you wander off on your own or feel uncomfortable about alerting your 

Field Master to your need to withdraw.  We’ve all been in the same boat and your Field Master will do 

everything possible to accomodate you.  After all, fox hunting is supposed to be fun, and it’s hard to 

have fun when your back teeth are afloat!  

Pee or not to Pee  

By Augustus Edwards, MFH 















Visit the Rappahannock Hunt webpage  

Www.rappahannockhunt.com 

Fellow Hunters 

Don’t give up hope yet.  February will be over shortly and then we can enjoy March and get back into 

hunt boots, rather than muck boots and snow shoes. 

Several Hunter Pace Events will still be run this spring: 

Orange County Hounds Hunter Pace   March 27 

Old Dominion Hounds Hunter Pace   April 4 

Rappahannock Hunt Hunter Pace   April 10 

Blue Ridge Hunt Hunter Pace    April 17 

Warrenton Hunt Hunter Pace    April 18 

Loudon Fairfax Hunt Hunter Pace   April 24 

                        More information on these events can be found on the Central Entry website                          

                                                         http://www.centralentryoffice.com/ 

Please remember COVID-19 protocol when attending any public event.  We want to all stay healthy and 

have fun. 

Those days of green grass and shirt 

sleeve hunting will be back.   

Hope to see you in the hunt field soon. 


